
grow  like  a  pro
From potted plants to rose gardens, and everything in 

between, we’re here to help you keep your plants healthy 
and strong. Watch your garden flourish with drip, 

without wasting water or breaking the bank.

Visit DIG Corp today to view our complete line of products www.digcorp.com 



drip  layout  examples

Mixed Plantings, Roses, 
Trees and Shrubs
Low application rates, pressure compensating (PC) button, adjustable or 

flag drip emitters and PC dripline are suited for virtually any layout with 

mixed plantings. These can include: shrubs, trees, vines, roses and more. 

Drippers and driplines are most efficiently used when plants are spaced a 

few feet apart or in a small group.

A recommended layout for shrubs and flowers

Ideal for this area

PC dripline .5 and 1 GPH PC 
button or flag 
drip emitters

Micro sprays or 
micro sprayers



Planted Flowerbeds, 
Perennial Beds 
and Groundcover
Densely planted areas such as flowerbeds, annuals, groundcovers and 

plant clusters thrive with .5 and 1 GPH drippers, and micro sprays/sprayers. 

These products are also perfect for slopes, narrow or curved landscapes 

and sites with sandy or lightly textured soil.

A recommended layout for planted flowerbeds and groundcover

Ideal for this area

PC dripline .5 and 1 GPH PC 
button or flag 
drip emitters

Micro sprays or 
micro sprayers



Container Plants, 
Hanging Baskets, Pots 
and Window Boxes
Low application rate .5 and 1 GPH button drip emitters, ¼” drip line, 

¼” soaker hose or misters are highly recommended for any layout with 

containers, pots, baskets and window boxes. Potting soils are very porous 

and water can move downward quickly, so the correct emission device is 

critical, depending on plant size. We recommend dividing the containers, 

pots and hanging baskets into groups with similar sizes and similar 

watering needs. We also suggest dividing the containers, pots, baskets and 

window boxes into groups that are either in full sun or in shaded areas.
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A recommended layout for hanging baskets and window boxes

¼” driplineLow application rate 
.5 and 1 GPH button 

drip emitters

¼” soaker hose misters



Vegetable Gardens, 
Planter Boxes and 
Row Crops
Low application rate .5 or 1 GPH ¼” dripline, ½” Earthline Brown PC™ 

dripline and drip soaker tape are suggested for vegetable gardens, row 

crops, seed beds and planter boxes. Combining drip irrigation with raised 

beds and mulch can enhance crop uniformity and encourage early harvest 

time. These products have the drip emitters inserted or molded into the 

drip tubing in a preset spacing of 12” or 18.” 
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A recommended layout for vegetable gardens and row crops

¼” driplineLow application rate 
.5 and 1 GPH button 

drip emitters

Earthline brown 
PC™ dripline

Drip soaker tape



Switch

  2   drip

Take the  initiative
Join the Team Water Matters

and Switch2Drip today!

For more information, visit www.digcorp.com/SIM2014

#SIM2014 #WaterMatters


